Are Millennials Outsmarting IT?
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Millennials live and breath technology

It’s a part of life

Also in choosing a job

3 out of 4 feel that new tech makes

59% view the latest technology in their

their life easier

workplace important in choosing a job

59%

And in leaving the job
1 out of 5 will look for a new job when the org doesn’t
take their IT suggestions seriously

Using the latest tech is more
than just hype
It’s part of their career
77% believe if they don’t keep up with
latest tech, they’ll be less employed

It’s about productivity
4 out of 5 feel access to the tech they
like makes them more productive

It’s about creativity
9 out of 10 feel IT policies block creativity

They are more involved
3 of 5 Feel they are decision makers in technology buying

Millennials are the next generation of IT

Millennials are now 12%-15%
of IT decision makers

9 out of 10

believe it is important to allow using open source technologies

97%
of millennials think it is important to connect their
data center to a public cloud solution, and that it will
be for years to come.

93%
of millennial believe their organization has
on-premise apps that should be in the cloud.

3 out of 4

7 out of 10

don't see lack of cloud skills as a

IT millennials see themselves as leaders

barrier for cloud adoption

rather than followers

And just so you know...
14% of millennials think artificial intelligence will save the world
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